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Abstract Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is associated
with sleep disturbances, including insomnia, nightmares,
sleep-disordered breathing, and REM abnormalities. Recent
studies have expanded our knowledge of the neurobiology
of trauma and sleep. In addition, intervention research has
provided valuable information about how sleep treatments
affect PTSD symptoms and how PTSD treatments affect sleep
symptoms. This review of recent literature aims to move away
from the categorical approach that currently dominates our
conceptualization of trauma response and sleep disorders.
Possible mechanisms of both trauma and sleep disturbance
are posed within the framework put forth by the National
Institute of Mental Health’s (NIMH) Research Domain
Criteria (RDoC) project. By examining domains of dysfunc-
tion that cut across disorders, RDoC may guide future re-
search and treatment of the maladaptive neurobiological and
behavioral correlates of both trauma and sleep disturbances.
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Introduction

The DSM-5 diagnostic criteria for posttraumatic stress disor-
der (PTSD) consists of several specific daytime and nighttime
emotional, cognitive, and behavioral symptoms [1], many of
which involve or may be affected by sleep-related phenome-
na. Sleep difficulties, in particular, have long been considered
a hallmark of the disorder [2], with upward of 90% of patients
reporting some form of sleep disturbance [3–5]. Within the
past few years, two new diagnostic categories regarding
trauma-related sleep disturbances were proposed, including
trauma-induced insomnia [6], which may also be a prodrome
of chronic insomnia and PTSD, and trauma-associated sleep
disorder [7], which encompasses a variety of symptoms
across multiple parasomnias. While categorical approaches
to understanding the relationship between sleep and trauma
may be helpful for treatment communication and billing pur-
poses, these conceptualizations have been limited in their abil-
ity to further scientific understanding of the trauma response
and to facilitate the development of effective interventions [8].
Therefore, research that focuses more directly on understand-
ing symptoms in terms of systemic malfunctions and interac-
tions is likely to inform new treatment approaches and im-
prove overall outcomes.

In an effort to advance the field beyond the limitations of
the current categorical nosology, the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) established the Research Domain
Criteria (RDoC) [9]. The RDoC approach critiques the current
psychiatric diagnostic system for clustering non-distinct, over-
lapping symptoms without a unifying theoretical or neurobi-
ological rationale. The RDoC project promotes research in-
vestigating neuroscience-based dimensions of psychiatric
dysfunction as an alternative to studying categorical syn-
dromes. These dimensions, or constructs within domains of
functioning (see Table 1), map onto transdiagnostic behavioral
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symptoms. Each construct can be assessed across various
units of measurement including genes, molecules, cells, cir-
cuits, physiology, and self-report. RDoC proposes that suc-
cessful treatment outcomes must begin with understanding
and utilizing basic domains and constructs to develop a preci-
sion medicine-style approach to mental health problems [10].

According to the RDoC, trauma-related symptoms of
PTSD fit primarily within the sustained threat construct of
the negative valence system, whereas sleep/wakefulness is
primarily classified as a construct within the arousal and reg-
ulatory systems domain. However, even within RDoC defini-
tions, sleep is inconsistently identified. Sleep-related behav-
iors are present in the loss construct under negative valence
systems, but they are absent from biological drives (i.e., appe-
tite, libido) in the construct of sustained threatwithin the same
domain. Additionally, interactions are possible between vari-
ous domains, as appears to be the case in arousal and negative
valence in the context of sleep and trauma exposure [11].

Supporting the notion of inter-domain interactions,
sleep problems are strongly linked to the maladaptive emo-
tional and cognitive processing symptoms associated with
PTSD [11]. Furthermore, recent research has demonstrated
that sleep problems may play an etiological role in the
development of PTSD [12, 13]. By shifting the focus of
research efforts towards the mechanisms of sleep and
PTSD symptomatology, we may better understand the un-
derlying constructs, as well as inform innovative and ideo-
graphically targeted treatments [14].

This review aims to provide an alternative structure for
examining dysfunctional domains related to trauma and sleep.
Below, we review articles published during the preceding
3 years addressing sleep and PTSD within the context of the
RDoC framework. First, we discuss new findings across
RDoC units of measurement. Next, we outline recent progress
in treatment approaches for trauma and sleep symptoms as
they apply to these dysfunctions. Finally, we conclude with
a commentary on future directions for research in RDoC do-
mains in addition to treatments relevant to trauma exposure
and sleep. By highlighting the newest developments, we hope
to promote a better understanding of what is known about
sleep and trauma exposure regarding etiology, interactions,
maintenance, and resolution of dysfunctions within and across
the basic domains.

RDoC Framework-Based Correlates of Trauma
and Sleep

Genes A number of studies have explored the genetic corre-
lates of sleep as they relate to trauma exposure. One such
study assessing PTSD risk in urban-dwelling, trauma-
exposed African Americans identified a female-specific ge-
netic polymorphism (adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide
1 receptor type 1; ADCYAP1R1). This gene encodes the re-
ceptor for pituitary adenylate cyclase-activating polypeptide
(PACAP) [15], which is believed to modulate sleep/wake and
promote rapid eye movement (REM) sleep [16]. Recently, an
ADCYAP1R1 replication study demonstrated that a genotype
by trauma severity interaction, rather than genotype alone,
resulted in an increased risk of PTSD in females [17]. The
same group found ADCYAP1R1 is associated with amygdala
hyperactivity and reduced amygdala-hippocampus connectiv-
ity [18•]. These data have implications of genetic mechanisms
related to increased risk of dysfunction in arousal, negative
valence, and cognition in terms of emotional reactivity, atten-
tional bias to threat, avoidance, and memory retrieval.
However, the focus on genetics is relatively new, and more
research is needed to determine genetic profiles and other
factors resulting in increased risk of developing these dysfunc-
tions in other populations.

Table 1 NIMH RDoC domains and constructs [9]

Domains Constructs

Negative valence systems

Active threat (Bfear^)

Potential threat Banxiety^)

Sustained threat

Loss

Frustrative nonreward

Positive valence systems

Approach motivation

Initial responsiveness to reward

Sustained responsiveness to reward

Reward learning

Habit

Cognitive systems

Attention

Perception

Working memory

Declarative memory

Language behavior

Cognitive control

Social processes

Affiliation and attachment

Social communication

Perception and understanding of self

Perception and understanding of others

Arousal/regulatory systems

Arousal

Circadian rhythms

Sleep-wakefulness
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Molecules Neurotransmitter imbalances likely contribute to
both PTSD and sleep difficulties. Levels of the neurotransmit-
ter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), known for its inhibi-
tory function, are lower in the right anterior insula of individ-
uals diagnosed with PTSD relative to controls and individuals
with elevated self-reported state and trait anxiety [19]. Lower
GABAwas also shown in the parieto-occipital cortex (POC)
among individuals with PTSD, and the association between
PTSD and POC GABA was partially mediated by self-
reported insomnia severity [20]. These data suggest that indi-
viduals with PTSD may benefit from GABA-enhancing med-
ications that target general arousal and insomnia symptoms.

Cells A number of studies have shown that reduced gray mat-
ter volume in regions of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) is associated with sleep complaints such as chronic
insomnia [21], excessive daytime sleepiness [22], and ob-
structive sleep apnea [23]. Structural changes in the brain are
also present in individuals with both sleep and trauma-related
symptom complaints. Insomnia and nightmares were associ-
ated with reduced gray matter volume in the amygdala, hip-
pocampus, anterior cingulate cortex, and insula in trauma-
exposed Stockholm transportation workers who developed
PTSD relative to workers who did not develop PTSD [24].
Reduced frontal lobe volume was associated with worse sub-
jective sleep quality in combat-exposed Gulf War Veterans,
regardless of PTSD diagnosis [25]. Many previous studies
have demonstrated reduced hippocampal volume in PTSD,
especially in severe cases [26]. However, recent findings sug-
gest that difficulties with sleep may substantially account for
the relationship between PTSD and hippocampal volume
[27]. Sleep difficulties, especially insomnia, may play a great-
er role than trauma-related symptoms in structural changes;
however, causality and implications for the interplay between
arousal, negative valence, and cognitive systems remain
unclear.

Circuits In 2006, Rauch and colleagues proposed the
neurocircuitry model of PTSD, theorizing a series of limbic
system dysfunctions, paired with fear conditioning, as the
diathesis-stress interaction necessary for PTSD symptom ini-
tiation [28]. The model suggests the onset of PTSD symptoms
results from (a) overreactivity to threat-relevant stimuli in the
amygdala with (b) failure of the ventromedial prefrontal cor-
tex (vmPFC) to exert adequate top-down suppressive control
over both the amygdala and hippocampus. Representing a
variety of RDoC domains, this process of limbic hyperactivity
and insufficient top-down regulation is hypothesized to result
in hyperarousal (arousal and regulatory systems), difficulties
related to fear extinction and differentiation between actual
versus imagined threat (negative valence systems), as well as
elevated emotionality and insufficient attention/response sup-
pression in relation to trauma memories (cognitive systems)

[28]. This model has received considerable support from func-
tional neuroimaging studies of PTSD [29, 30].

The circuit-level dysfunction observed in PTSD during wake
is strikingly similar to deficient neurological regulatory func-
tioning and related increases in psychopathological symptom-
atology following sleep deprivation in healthy individuals.
Past findings demonstrate one night of total sleep deprivation,
relative to a night of sleep, produces increased amygdala re-
activity to negatively valenced visual stimuli [31].
Additionally, sleep deprivation leads to weaker functional
connectivity between the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
and the amygdala, but it is associated with stronger connec-
tivity between the amygdala and sleep/wake centers of the
brainstem (locus coeruleus, midbrain), suggesting greater au-
tonomic activation [31]. Recent studies have built upon these
findings to show that even self-reported lack of sleep is asso-
ciated with altered functional connectivity between the medial
prefrontal control regions and the emotionally responsive
amygdala, suggesting deficient capacity to regulate emotions
when sleep is reduced [32]. As functional connectivity is al-
tered, there is a significant increase in symptoms of psycho-
pathology such as anxiety and depression, and a reduction in
self-perceived emotional capacities [32], all findings that have
been previously linked to sleep deprivation [33, 34]. These
data in non-trauma-exposed individuals suggest a mechanistic
pathway by which symptoms traditionally thought of as
trauma-related may be moderated by sleep disturbance.
Specifically, lack of sleep may weaken the ability of top-
down regulation of limbic emotion response systems by the
prefrontal cortex, a process that closely parallels the
neurocircuitry model of PTSD.

Physiology In addition to overall sleep loss, sleep fragmenta-
tion (e.g., frequent, mid-sleep arousals) plays an important
role in PTSD symptom progression. Despite inconsistencies
across studies, a meta-analysis comparing sleep in individuals
with and without PTSD found greater stage 1 sleep and re-
duced slow wave sleep in connection with increased REM
density. These results indicate frequent, brief mid-sleep awak-
enings and REM sleep abnormalities in individuals with
PTSD [35]. As described by Ross [2] and later expanded on
byMellman [36], disturbances of REM are especially relevant
for PTSD. REM sleep is strongly associated with memory
consolidation and affective processing, as well as nightmares
[37, 38], as it provides the opportunity for affective reactivity
attenuation while preserving memory content [39]. Recent
studies have documented an association between PTSD and
increased localized glucose metabolism in the brainstem, lim-
bic system, and striatum during both wake and REM sleep
[38]. Increased glucose metabolism in these regions maps on-
to behavioral symptoms of PTSD: intrusion (fear reactions,
failure to habituate), hyperarousal (sleep/wake disturbance),
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and avoidance (impaired reward processing) [38].
Additionally, individuals with PTSD demonstrate stronger
discrepancies in hypermetabolism throughout limbic and
paralimbic regions in REM sleep versus wake as compared
to individuals with major depressive disorder (MDD), which
may contribute to the prevalence of nightmares in PTSD but
not in MDD [40•].

Recent findings build upon Walker and Van der Helm’s
theory that REM sleep promotes adaptive emotional memory
consolidation [41]. A cross-sectional study of non-treatment-
seeking, trauma-exposed, and urban-dwelling African
Americans between ages 18 and 35 found disrupted and re-
duced REM sleep for individuals with more proximate trauma
exposure and greater PTSD-related symptoms. However,
REM sleep architecture appeared non-disrupted in individuals
with chronic PTSD [42]. These findings are consistent with
previous literature in treatment-seeking, non-minority [43],
and military populations [44]. Trauma-exposed individuals
without PTSD, compared to those with PTSD, exhibit elevat-
ed right frontal theta power (4–8 Hz) during REM sleep. This
physiologic marker is indicative of wakeful encoding and
sleep-dependent memory consolidation, while frontal asym-
metry is associated with affective processing [45]. Thus, new
data continue to support the hypothesis that psychophysiolog-
ical correlates representative of emotional memory processing
are present in REM sleep, and promotion or consolidation of
REM sleep may be a protective factor in regard to trauma-
related symptoms.

Breathing is another autonomic function that is an impor-
tant physiological variable in the RDoC arousal construct.
Sleep fragmentation, even more so than sleep deprivation,
results in upper airway resistance in healthy individuals.
This may result from a combination of greater attenuation of
upper airway dilator musculature and repeated instances of
endorphin release generated during frequent mid-sleep
arousals [46]. Therefore, frequent awakenings in individuals
with PTSD may put these individuals at a greater risk of de-
veloping sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) [47]. Comorbidity
of PTSD and SDB has a high prevalence, implications for
worse symptomatology, and an altered clinical presentation.
One recent study found that obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)
was present in more than half of individuals seeking treatment
for PTSD [48]. This comorbidity, as compared to either dis-
order alone, was related to worse daytime symptoms and re-
duced quality of life [48]. Additionally, greater percent of time
in REM sleep was positively associated with nightmares in
individuals with PTSD and untreated OSA [49••], further
supporting a link between REM sleep and endogenous cues
for sustained threat. Populations that do not present with typ-
ical indicators of OSA, such as older age or higher body mass
index (BMI) [50], may be overlooked during routine screen-
ing for sleep-disordered breathing. The rate of OSA among
active duty combat Veterans with sleep problems is as high as

78% [51]. One recent study found that 69% of youngmilitary
Veterans with sub-threshold BMI, seeking treatment of PTSD,
scored as high risk for OSA [52]. These data highlight the
need for screening of sleep-disordered breathing symptoms
in individuals presenting with PTSD symptoms even in the
absence of traditional signs of apnea.

Taken together, these data suggest that adequate sleep, es-
pecially REM sleep, is indicated in the promotion of affect and
arousal modulation as well as emotional memory processing
[53]. Interventions targeting arousal reduction may help mod-
erate limbic hyperactivity to promote sleep, while sleep/wake
pattern and sleep-disordered breathing stabilization are likely
to enhance fear extinction and habituation.

Self-Report More than three decades of research show that
PTSD is associated with major complaints of insomnia and
nightmares [54–56]; however, subjective experience of short-
ened total sleep time and extended sleep onset latency is in-
congruent with objectively assessed sleep [57]. Recent re-
search has investigated the relationship between self-
reported sleep and trauma-related symptoms to inform diag-
nosis and treatment planning. In Vietnam-era veterans, a re-
cent study found that nightmare-related PTSD symptom se-
verity and distress were associated with subjective sleep frag-
mentation, reduced total sleep time, and increased delay in
sleep onset. Longer subjective sleep onset latency (SOL)
was observed on nights with, versus without, nightmares
and was associated with bedtime ratings of daytime stressor
frequency [58]. These findings suggest that the successful
treatment of PTSD-associated nightmares may involve im-
proving SOL and implementing coping skills for managing
daytime stressors.

Current research studies suggest a bidirectional relationship
between self-reported sleep and symptoms of PTSD. One
study found that specific trauma types (e.g., sexual trauma,
physical assault, and witnessing sudden violent death) are
linked with subsequent sleep disturbance severity [59]. Also,
sleep disturbance may initiate or exacerbate PTSD. Several
recent self-report studies suggested that insomnia increases
the likelihood of PTSD development following trauma [60,
61]. Subjective difficulty falling and staying asleep prior to
deployment predicts later development of PTSD following
combat exposure [12]. Both subjective and clinician-rated
sleep disturbances and associated daytime difficulties predict
PTSD and other internalizing disorders in National Guard
troops [13]. Sleep may be best conceptualized as moderating
and/or mediating the relationship between trauma exposure
and PTSD. However, future studies are needed to replicate
and expand on these data that employ prospective measures
of sleep, such as daily sleep diary.

Given the complexity of the clinical presentation of indi-
viduals with comorbid sleep disorders and PTSD, researchers
are conducting exploratory analyses to identify symptom
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patterns for hypothesis generation. A recent study employed
exploratory cluster analysis of symptoms in military veterans
with trauma and sleep-related difficulties. The authors identi-
fied three distinct symptom profiles related to sleep, presence
or absence of parasomnia symptoms, and a continuum of day-
time PTSD symptom severity. All three profiles included poor
sleep quality [62]. These preliminary data support viewing
sleep and trauma-related symptoms on a spectrum and evalu-
ating treatment effects as a function of symptom profiles rather
than diagnoses.

Recent Treatment Studies

Treatment for Nightmares in PTSD Nightmares are among
the most common parasomnias experienced by individuals
with PTSD [63]. Nightmare-focused psychotherapy aims to
reduce reactivity to internal stimuli and response to sustained
threat. Imagery rehearsal therapy (IRT) is a psychotherapy for
nightmares that involves writing an altered version of a
trauma-related nightmare and rehearsing the changed narra-
tive [64]. Findings are mixed about the efficacy of IRT [65,
66]. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated that IRT as com-
pared to prazosin, an alpha-aderenergic blocker previously
shown to be effective in reducing nightmares [64], produced
equivalent reductions in nightmare frequency and associated
sleep and trauma symptoms [67]. As such, the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine and Veterans Administration/
Department of Defense endorses prazosin for the treatment
of PTSD nightmares [64, 68] which was further supported
by two prazosin meta-analyses published in 2015 [69, 70].

While prazosin is often associated with positive outcomes in
PTSD, there are a number of limitations to its effectiveness. In
a recent study, prazosin produced clinically significant reduc-
tions in nightmares, as well as modest reductions in PTSD
symptoms and improvements in sleep quality for active-duty
military personnel [71]. However, these positive findings do
not hold for veterans with PTSD and co-occurring substance
dependence. The effects of prazosin may be negated by the
impact of heavy alcohol consumption on sleep architecture,
specifically in regard to producing REM rebound [72]. It
should be noted that prazosin does not ultimately resolve the
underlying issue and discontinuation may result in a rebound
of nightmares [73]. Residual PTSD symptoms following treat-
ment with prazosin suggest exploring its use in conjunction
with other treatments to counter general arousal and negative
valence dysfunctions [71]. Despite tolerability and symptom
improvement, emerging data suggest that much work remains
to fully elucidate the utility and safety for use of prazosin in
PTSD and sleep disturbances, especially in individuals with
other psychiatric comorbidities and non-military populations.

Research is beginning to examine whether nightmare-
focused treatments administered concurrently with PTSD
treatments produce an improved response. Previous work
has demonstrated effectiveness of combined nightmare
rescripting and emotional processing for both nightmare fre-
quency and PTSD symptom severity in both civilian [74] and
veteran populations [75]. Exposure, relaxation, and
rescripting therapy (ERRT) incorporates IRT techniques with
sleep and trauma-related psychoeducation, relaxation training
and problem-focused coping skills, and exposure (focusing on
trauma-related nightmares, identifying themes, and verbal re-
hearsal in session). Results of a recent meta-analysis suggest
that psychotherapy for nightmares (e.g., IRT and ERRT) pro-
duces large effect sizes for reductions in nightmare frequency
and PTSD symptoms at the end of treatment and during fol-
low-up. However, it appears that greater duration of emotional
processing during treatment, with or without exposure, pro-
duced equivalent or superior effect sizes in terms of reduction
in nightmare frequency as compared to exposure alone. These
data suggest cognitive techniques to reduce thought suppres-
sion and improve affect regulation ability may be at least as
important as habituation for treatment of nightmares [76].

Comorbid insomnia may further complicate treatment of
individuals with trauma-related nightmares. Consistent with
previous work in non-veteran populations, ERRT modified
for military populations (ERRT-M) demonstrated reduced
nightmare frequency and self-reported insomnia severity at
2 months posttreatment [77]. However, veterans who did not
experience a clinically significant improvement entered the
study with greater insomnia severity [77]. A recent meta-
analysis of nightmare treatments showed sleep and trauma
symptom improvement was substantially bolstered by com-
bining cognitive behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) with
IRT [67]. Therefore, directly addressing sleep quality and
quantity either prior to or in conjunction with nightmare treat-
ment may produce the greatest benefit for trauma-exposed
individuals with both insomnia symptoms and nightmares.

Treatment for Insomnia in PTSDCognitive behavioral ther-
apy for insomnia (CBT-I), the gold-standard treatment for in-
somnia, consists of multiple treatment components mapping
onto behaviors and cognitions that primarily fall under RDoC
arousal and regulatory systems domains. Stimulus control re-
duces the pairing of arousing behavioral cues with the bed,
while increasing associations with sleep. Sleep restriction
limits the average time spent in bed to build homeostatic sleep
drive. Sleep hygiene decreases sleep-hindering and increases
sleep-promoting health behaviors. Cognitive therapy involves
challenging anxious arousal and maladaptive sleep-related be-
liefs. In a community-based sample diagnosed with comorbid
PTSD and insomnia, CBT-I versus waitlist control produced
gains in self-reported sleep quality, parasomnia reduction, and
general functioning. CBT-I also resulted in increased
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subjectively and objectively assessed total sleep time, and all
gains were sustained at 6 months post-intervention [78•].
Another meta-analysis of CBTwith a sleep focus that included
CBT-I, as well as IRT and ERRT, found medium to large
effects for improved subjective insomnia and PTSD symp-
toms and small to medium effects for depression [79].
Successful CBT-I treatment in active-duty military personnel
with PTSD was also associated with decreased inflammatory
gene expression and depression severity [80], supporting pre-
vious work indicating inflammatory response as an important
physiological mechanism in both arousal and negative va-
lence systems [81]. Overall, recent data suggest that sleep
treatment, and CBT-I specifically, improves sleep as well as
PTSD and depression with maintenance of improvements
over time.

New Treatments for Both Insomnia and Nightmares in
PTSD Previous studies have evaluated group modalities for
individuals with PTSD experiencing insomnia and/or night-
mares with positive results for both sleep and trauma-related
symptoms [82, 83]. More recently, Haynes and colleagues
developed and tested Cognitive Behavioral Social Rhythm
Therapy (CBSRT) in veterans with moderate to severe comor-
bid insomnia, MDD, and PTSD [84]. CBSRT is a non-trauma-
focused, chronobiologically informed psychotherapy based
on the social rhythm model of mood disruption [85] that in-
corporates elements of both IRT and CBT-I [84]. CBSRT re-
sulted in a relatively low attrition rate (13 %), and a substantial
proportion of participants achieved subclinical levels of SOL
(88 %) and wake after sleep onset (WASO; 75 %), as well as
reduced PTSD avoidance symptoms [84].

Another recent study included three sessions of standard-
ized sleep-oriented psychoeducation and self-hypnosis
(audio-recorded progressive muscle relaxation, guided
imagery, and affirmations) as an adjunct to cognitive process-
ing therapy (CPT) for PTSD in female assault victims with
significant sleep disturbance [86]. As compared to daily mon-
itoring of sleep and trauma-related symptoms alone, sleep-
oriented self-hypnosis produced large effect sizes for SOL
(without full remission of insomnia) and significant decreases
in depression symptoms [86]. Dismantling studies of these
multicomponent psychotherapies may help to identify mech-
anisms of change and critical aspects of sleep treatment in
complex cases of trauma exposure and sleep disturbance
comorbidity.

Sleep Changes with PTSD Treatments Selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are effective for the treatment of
PTSD but not as effective as psychotherapy [87]. Like psy-
chotherapy, treatment by SSRIs is associated with improved
sleep quality [68]. Unfortunately, these medications also have
sleep-related side effects, including insomnia and periodic
limb movement sleep disorder [68]. Of concern, greater usage

of hypnotics is associated with less sleep improvement over
the course of CBT for PTSD [88]. Therefore, these medica-
tions should be used with caution when treating individuals
with insomnia symptoms and PTSD.

Cognitive behavioral therapies (CBT) for PTSD include
techniques such as fear memory exposure and emotional pro-
cessing to address RDoC dysfunctions of negative valence
and arousal systems. Sleep loss and fragmentation are known
to alter affective reactivity and cognitive functioning; thus,
symptoms of insomnia and nightmares may impede or blunt
the effects of CBT for PTSD [11]. Studies are necessary to test
this theory specifically; however, a few have attempted to
assess the influence of sleep and related symptoms on PTSD
treatment outcomes. Preliminary case comparative findings
examined factor combinations in relation to positive response
to CBT for PTSD. Results showed that absence of severe SOL
at pre-treatment was the most representative factor related to
successful CBT for PTSD across all combinations [89].
Another study examined Ehler and Clark’s trauma-focused
cognitive therapy for PTSD (CT-PTSD) in a London
community-based sample. Individuals with lower baseline
self-reported sleep quality and depression had slower im-
provement in PTSD symptoms as compared to non-
depressed individuals with better baseline sleep quality [90].
Taken together, research suggests that treatment of prolonged
SOL and poor sleep quality prior to CBT for PTSD may
improve outcomes for a significant subset of individuals with
PTSD.

Intervention researchers have previously found insom-
nia symptoms to be one of the most frequent and severe
residual symptoms following CBT for PTSD, possibly due
to the lack of hyperarousal-specific techniques [88, 91]. A
recent study of CBT for PTSD response demonstrated
sustained improvement in sleep symptoms assessed by
the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index and sleep items on the
Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale. However, individuals
never fully achieved remission of sleep disturbance [92].
One preliminary study using daily sleep diaries found neg-
ligible changes on all sleep indices in CBT for PTSD re-
sponders, 85 % of whom met insomnia disorder criteria at
pre-treatment [93]. A small study examined the effect of
Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR)
therapy on objectively measured sleep in Brazilian individ-
uals with assault or kidnapping-related PTSD. The authors
found a pre-to-post treatment reduction in WASO assessed
by polysomnography, but not for other arousal-relevant
variables such as SOL [94]. Overall, recent data continues
support the notion that CBT for PTSD does not adequately
treat sleep symptoms, and insomnia treatment may prove
beneficial in conjunction with PTSD psychotherapy [88].

CPAP for Obstructive Sleep Apnea Prevalence estimates of
PTSD comorbid with sleep disordered breathing range from
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57 % for active-duty military personnel [48] to 90 % for civil-
ian female sexual assault victims [95]. These rates are espe-
cially large in the Veteran’s Administration (VA) system given
the high prevalence of middle-age and older men [96].
Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy is the
gold standard treatment for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).
In comorbid PTSD and OSA, objectively assessed CPAP
compliance produces substantial benefits regarding improved
daytime functioning and reduction of PTSD symptoms in-
cluding trauma-related nightmares [49••]. Unfortunately,
blunted response to CPAP therapy was also observed in co-
morbid PTSD andOSA, relative to individuals with only OSA
[48]. Poor adherence to CPAP treatment is common in comor-
bid PTSD and OSA and has recently been found to be espe-
cially prevalent in ethnic minorities with both PTSD and OSA
[49••]. Given the positive impact of successful CPAP therapy
on mental health and general functioning, screening and treat-
ment of OSA should be considered a priority for individuals
with PTSD. Future studies are needed to establish best prac-
tices for promoting adherence in comorbid PTSD and OSA
and particularly for ethnic minorities.

Conclusions and Future Directions

In recent years, important advances have broadened our un-
derstanding of the complex interplay between sleep and trau-
ma, especially in the realms of neurobiology and treatment.
Sleep difficulties, particularly dysfunctions of REM sleep,
play a significant role in trauma-related symptom develop-
ment and resiliency. Despite this important work, there is still
much we do not know about these conditions, particularly in
regard to how constructs of arousal and sustained threat over-
lap. Employment of cutting-edge neuroimaging techniques
may help illuminate causation regarding changes to functional
or structural neural integrity as a function of trauma, sleep, and
treatment. Case comparative and mixed methods research ap-
proaches may inform theory and improve our nosological un-
derstanding of how these constructs interact. Research into
factors contributing to psychotherapy response, such as dis-
mantling of multicomponent treatments, is crucial to under-
standing mechanisms of change. Additionally, more research
is needed in non-veteran populations using prospective sleep
measures in order to replicate and generalize the findings de-
scribed above. Further exploration of factors related to risk or
resiliency, such as sleep and circadian disruption, following
trauma exposure would improve the prospect of early detec-
tion and prevention. Given the different dimensions of sleep
problems that arise in conjunction with trauma exposure, a
holistic perspective of sleep disruption within the context of
arousal and negative valence is likely to best inform the next
phase of research in this area.
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